PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SERIES

SECONDARY TRANSITION FROM HIGH SCHOOL TO ADULT LIFE

INTRODUCTION:
TRANSITION AND PURPOSE
SECONDARY TRANSITION

Common Challenges & Creative Solutions

WHERE CAN I FIND RESOURCES TO HELP?

- Transition Discoveries
- Planning for the Future Checklist
- PA Planning for the Future App—available for Apple and Android devices
- OVR Pre-Employment Transition Services
- Secondary School Success Checklist
TIPS AND TRICKS FOR A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY TRANSITION

• Build positive relationships by working together
• Offer materials in different formats (videos, virtual teaching, engaging activities, printed handouts, etc.)
• Frequent and clear communication – active listening
• View challenges as opportunities
• Don’t forget self-care!
• Keep transition planning youth-driven!

QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU!

A huge thank you to our panelists today! We hope you heard some ideas to get your creativity flowing! Please reach out to any of the people/organizations if you would like to have a more specific conversation around your situation!

- PEAL Center • info@pealcenter.org • 866-950-1040 • @PEALCenter/@PEALyouth
- PACEC • www.pa-cec.org • @PennsylvaniaCEC
- TQEP/Transition Discoveries • www.transitiondiscoveries.org • @transitiondisc1
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